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Introduction to the 
Energy Isles Project –
low carbon tourism in
the Outer Hebrides

For the first time in the United Kingdom an entire tourism

industry, in a whole local authority area, has had the

opportunity to consider and act on energy efficiency and

renewable energy production. This innovation underpins

efforts made across the Outer Hebrides to become a

destination with sustainable tourism and living. As island

communities, we know that climate change can have a

devastating effect. This project has added to the efforts

already undertaken across homes to reduce the Outer

Hebrides’ carbon footprint and help the global fight against

climate change.

The project has seen 300 tourism related businesses

across every island community take part. From Ness in 

the far north to Vatersay at the southern tip of the Outer

Hebrides, businesses, large and small have benefited from

and contributed to the project.

Please see the following pages to find out how we have

successfully delivered this project, the types of energy

efficiency measures installed, benefits to the environment,

and not least the jobs created and money invested by 

TIG and our principle funder.

We are immensely grateful to

the Coastal Communities

Fund, administered by the

BIG Lottery Fund for having

the vision and generosity to

support the first project of

this kind. We know it has

been a learning curve for 

all concerned, however,

through ongoing monitoring

and evaluation, the lessons

learned are now published 

in this report for others 

to consider a project of 

their own.

Please contact Tighean Innse Gall to see how we 

can help you learn from our successes, and consider 

us as a potential partner in delivering a similar scheme 

in your area.

Stewart Wilson
Director

Tighean Innse Gall

Hebridean Soap Company Ltd - I'm so pleased that this sort of help, guidance, and
funds are available to small businesses, these resources are in many ways more helpful
to us really than to larger conglomerates, and make a real difference to both our
working conditions and our overheads; I am well-pleased with all aspects of my
involvement in the project, from information-gathering to solution implementation.

“ “

Polochar Inn, South Uist

p
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The Energy Isles
Project Report –
Energy Efficiency
Measures

Lighting is used by virtually all tourism businesses and

common issues raised by owners to us included: 

“The lights are on all the time”; “people leave room lights 

on in our properties when they go out”; “we have to have

them on in all communal areas pretty much all year round”. 

Given this, switching to LED lighting proved immensely

popular, and the majority of the 300 businesses received 

an upgrade to LED, meeting in part or in total their lighting

requirements. Most tourism businesses that joined the

Energy Isles now use LED as standard – a first for a tourism

community like the Outer Hebrides.

Accommodation providers and of course any catering

establishment all use appliances constantly. The Energy

Isles project replaced old, inefficient appliances with new,

more efficient models. Washing machines, dryers,

refrigeration units of all types and cooking equipment were

all essential business tools to have received an update.

Owners were consulted on the most necessary upgrade in

keeping with investment priorities of the business and

energy efficiency best practice.

All suggestions were discussed with our qualified energy

efficiency advisors as part of the survey and ongoing

negotiations.

Given Tighean Innse Gall’s background as the major energy

efficiency organisation in the Outer Hebrides, more intensive

energy saving measures were considered and, where

appropriate, installed. Insulation of all descriptions including

loft and wall, draughtproofing and new doors and windows

were supported through this project. We also supported

renewable energy systems and installed an electric vehicle

charging point to help people utilise low carbon transport.

As part of Tighean Innse Gall’s practice of supporting 

multi agency approach to working, we also made extensive

referrals to the Scottish Government’s large business

investment programme Resource Efficient Scotland. 

So many referrals came from our project that we were

considered as demonstrating best practice.

Coastal Communities Fund 2016. - Unique amongst Coastal
Communities Fund portfolio, this project has helped to demonstrate the
'bottom-line' benefits that can be obtained from businesses investing in
energy efficiency measures. Thus establishing a model for economic
sustainability which has the environment at its heart. 

“ “

Luskentyre Holidays, Harris Cliff Cottage, Harris

Clearview B&B, Lewis

Neil, Electric vehicle charging
point, Blue Reef, Harris Croft 36, Harris

Anne (Comunn Eachdraidh
Nis, Lewis) Amy (TIG)
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Participating Businesses
& Areas We’ve Covered

Borrodale Hotel - Clear
information and great advice,
thanks to our new equipment we
are saving 30% on the running
costs of our coolers

“ “
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The Energy Isles
Project Report –
Methodology
Tighean Innse Gall (TIG) is the housing and energy agency

for the Outer Hebrides. A key role is to support energy

efficiency in buildings and promote sustainability. We do this

by surveying buildings, identifying appropriate measures

and installing them, as well as supporting the client

throughout the process and beyond. The Energy Isles

project saw TIG support the tourism industry for the first

time. As energy experts with no direct experience of

tourism, we recognised we needed added support from

partners with direct knowledge of the industry sector itself.

By working in partnership with Outer Hebrides Tourism, one

of the local tourism bodies, we gained a useful insight into

the needs of the industry as well as securing the recruiting

platform for businesses themselves.

The types of businesses included accommodation providers,

eating establishments, shops and visitor centres. In short –

every type of business where a tourist has any contact – right

across the Outer Hebrides. We worked with 300 businesses,

mostly small businesses (pictured throughout) but some large

hotels too, all to specifically lower energy consumption and

carbon footprints. 

Once recruited, every business received a visit from one of

our project officers at a day and time convenient to them. 

A full survey conducted, to assess energy efficiency needs,

was carried out by qualified energy advisors at no cost to

the owner and at appropriate access times. Dependent on

the requirements of each individual business, energy

efficiency measures were chosen bespoke to their needs.

Co-Chomunn na Pairc - Ravenspoint Centre were extremely grateful for the assistance provided by the
Tighean Innse Gall, Energy Isles project.  The project funded replacement light bulbs throughout our community
enterprise which has led to a reduction in both our electricity costs and our carbon footprint.  
A proportion of our electricity is provided by two small scale wind turbines and the assistance provided by the 
Tighean Innse Gall energy island project has helped us move towards our long term goal of becoming 
carbon neutral within the energy element of our enterprise

“

“

Callanish Visitors Centre, Lewis

Cafe Kisimul, Barra

Stewart and Anne, Lochboisdale
Cafe & Post Office, South Uist

Brian, Amy and Martha
Tighean Innse Gall
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Plus more in the
supply chain.
1 apprentice

7 qualifications

5 JOBS

37 to government
agencies,
58 other

REFERRALS

Installed

413
APPLIANCES

£120,610
levered in funds

£573,952
PROJECT SPEND

Installed wall,
loft, underfloor,
draftproofing,

windows

INSULATION32% HEATING
SYSTEMS
Received an

upgrade

Of carbon, saved
from entering the

atmosphere

775 TONS

TON

Charging points,
photovoltaics,

heat pumps

RENEWABLES

Installed across
the Outer
Hebrides

6,572 LED
LIGHTBULBS

WHAT WE’VE ACHIEVED

1,651,129
kWh energy saved,
saving businesses

£280,692

£
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The Energy Isles
Tighean Innse Gall (TIG) 41a Point Street

Stornoway, Isle of Lewis HS1 2XF

Contact Telephone: 01851 706121

Contact Email: Info@tighean.co.uk

Contact Web: Tighean.co.uk

Designed and produced by Black House Creative.co.uk

Grianaig House - I am pleased to report that the project allowed me to complete delayed
energy saving work at Grianaig. I found that the application process was straightforward, the
service was helpful, friendly and prompt. The operatives who completed the work were quick
and efficient.  It was an excellent project, thoroughly to be recommended. It came as a
pleasant surprise that it existed and invaluable in our part of the world.

“ “

Barony Square Self Catering - We as a small local self-catering business went to one of
the Energy Isles workshops held locally in Stornoway and there the staff were able to tell us
that we were eligible for an energy efficient grant to help make the house we rent be more
energy efficient and lower our carbon footprint. The staff were helpful and explained every
step which allowed us to access an energy efficient grant towards the cost of our new boiler
– how cool was that !! 

Polochar Inn - I would like to take this opportunity to thank your organisation especially the
staff for delivering this very worthwhile scheme to tourism establishments like my own.  
My business took the opportunity to purchase energy efficient lightbulbs for the many, many
light fittings we have in our building.  Prior to this we were having to replace lightbulbs on a
daily basis often paying excessive prices for inefficient and poor quality bulbs.  This grant has
enabled my business to save money not only by purchasing a more superior product but by
the energy saving capacity of the new product.

“

“

“

“
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